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RBI Cuts Rates 

RBI cut interest rates for the second time in less

than two months to a record low.

Economy will contract: the first likely annual

shrinkage since 1979.



Easier norms on the classification of defaulters

as bad loans, the resolution of stressed accounts,

and holding back of reporting on defaulters to

credit information companies will continue until

August 31.

Accumulated interest on working capital loans

could be converted into interest-funded term

loans and paid by March 31.

Unlike the March meeting, the MPC provided its

growth and inflation outlook despite difficulties

in computing data.



Manufacturing 

About a third of nonservice, manufacturing

companies listed on the NSE have resumed

operations partially or fully since mid-April.

Demand is weak and disruptions continue to

plague operations.

Data collated from filings by companies listed on

the NSE show that 410 out of 1,300 nonservice

companies have resumed operations.

Most cement, tyre, chemicals and pharmaceutical

companies also resumed business partially

between April 20 and May 22.



Credit Suisse report

Power demand, which had plunged 27% year-on-year in mid-April, is

down only 14% in May.

e-way bill generation had fallen 80% in April, is now down only 60%.

Traffic congestion in metros is still 15-40% of normal.



Edelweiss Securities: trades are still at about 15-

20% of normal level due to absence of labour,

disruption in payment cycle and demand

uncertainty.

Kellogg: lockdown has brought challenges,

pertaining to labour, transport and permissions

to operate, which were unique to each city and

state.

Lack of any meaningful fiscal stimulus implies

that demand regeneration will take time.

Economic recovery will remain distant until urban

centres see resumption in ‘normal’ economic

activities.



FPIs from China and HK

India is considering additional checks on foreign

portfolio investments from China and Hong Kong.

The Department of Economic Affairs is working on

the FPI issue. It is not finalised yet.

FPIs from China and Hong Kong may have to

undergo more stringent know your customer

(KYC) norms at the time of registration and

separate mechanisms could be put in place to

ensure prior regulatory or government clearance

for investments in listed entities.



The fear is that Chinese companies may acquire

stakes in strategically important companies at a

time when stock prices are volatile.

Nirmala Sitharaman: We have responded

somewhat to make sure that Indian industries are

safeguarded.



Hotel Industry 

Vikram Oberoi, MD of the Oberoi Group:

disappointed at the lack of government support

for the sector and called for the restarting of

hotel bookings.

The luxury hotel chain has seen revenue plummet

because of Covid-19 and the ensuing lockdown.

Something may still be done. Who knows? Covid is

not going away tomorrow.

Rs 20 lakh economic revival package that was

announced recently didn’t contain anything

specific for the hotel industry.



Moody’s

Indian economy will contract in the current
fiscal year.

8|May|2020: estimated no growth

Moody’s said the steps unveiled as part of the
Covid-19 relief package will be unlikely to shore
up growth in the short term.

Fragile household consumption which, coupled
with sluggish business activity, will result in a
sharp decline in India’s economic growth in fiscal
2020-21.

Moody’s latest update is in line with most global
agencies.



Tax refunds

The government has issued more than ₹37,000
crore as direct and indirect tax refunds to almost
1.7 million taxpayers including trusts, micro,
small and medium enterprises, proprietorships,
and partnerships since April 1.

CBDT: More than ₹26,000 crore was issued as
income and corporate tax refunds.

Over Rs 11,000 crore was issued as goods and
services tax and customs refunds.

The government paid ₹14,632 crore refunds to
1,581,906 I-T assessees and ₹11,610 crore
corporate tax refunds to 102,392 assessees
between April 1 and May 21, 2020.



Pay Casual, Contractual Staff 

The finance ministry has asked all ministries and departments to pay

contractual, casual and outsourced staffers for this month, extending a

provision to this effect by a month to May 31.

The decision was taken to prevent undue hardship to contractual,

casual and outsourced staff of the government and related offices on

account of the lockdown being extended to May 31.
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


